Imagine that you could go back and watch a specific moment in which you and your team came up with
an innovative idea, or the exact moment in which you were assigned with an important task. Imagine
that you could go back and watch a specific question that was raised during a professional congress, or a
lecture that you have missed. Imagine that you could easily skip the parts that are irrelevant to you and
hop between the parts that are interesting. Imagine that while trying to learn a new topic, you could
easily fetch related lectures and meetings as well as emails, documents and web-links.

Figure 1 – inEvent Portal lecture display with automatic transcript and personal recommendations
The vision of inEvent is to make the vast information that is embodied in professional lectures and
corporate meetings integrated into your daily work environment. With no need to take manual notes,
and no need to remember many details in order to pin-point a meeting or a lecture. And with a friendly
web-interface that features personalized experience and social interaction for each and every user.

Figure 2 – inEvent Portal search results displayed on a tablet
The inEvent solution will allow you to search within lectures and meetings in a similar way to how you
search within emails and documents. With the inEvent solution you will be able to easily hop to a point
in a meeting when a specific person began talking or to a point in a lecture when a specific keyword was
mentioned. The inEvent solution will let you choose the parts to watch by searching within presentation
slides. With consistent study of your preferences, the inEvent solution will select lectures and meetings
that are recommended for you personally. Enabling all these and more, inEvent offers you innovative
technologies for managing the valuable information that is transferred in lectures and meetings.

Figure 3 – inEvent Portal graphical interface for semantics and personal recommendation
The inEvent consortium counts six members from academia, non-profit organizations and commercial
industries. All partners combine forces and expertise in order to bring inEvent ideas from theory into
practice. The inEvent project gained full confidence of the European Commission and was granted a
three-year funding as part of the Seventh Framework Programme (FP7).
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